
Poker Blog Community, Pokerwonks.com, well received by readers and bloggers
alike

The poker blogging community has embraced a new home,
http://www.pokerwonks.com. Launched by Dimat Online, Inc in November 2007, 
Pokerwonks focuses on poker blogs. By aggregating the feeds from over 100 poker 
blogs, Pokerwonks has given a functional home to both the poker blogger & poker blog 
reader.

Any poker blogger can submit their blog to PokerWonks.com, giving the every-day 
blogger a much wider readership and appeal than as a stand alone blog. The sense of 
belonging that it has created in this group has been praised by readers and bloggers 
alike, and is being called “the ultimate poker blog site”. By focusing specifically on poker, 
bloggers can get their posts out to those who are most interested. 

A visitor to PokerWonks.com can scroll through the latest blog posts by category, by 
date or he can search for specific topics he is interested in.  Users can register for free 
which allows them to save their favorite blogs to the front page by utilizing the 
proprietary “Wonk It” feature.  This feature allows the user to easily track the latest 
updates from his/her favorite blogs when they login.  

Since launching in late November, 2007, Pokerwonks has over 100 poker blogs featured 
on the site, including blogs from top professional players to the everyday average home 
game player which have grown in popularity from great content.

“Bullajami”, a seasoned blogger, sports betting expert and poker aficionado, says, 
“Pokerwonks is a breakthrough for topic bloggers. It has really brought the community 
together, while cross promoting everyone’s writing. We (bloggers) can read what is 
happening right now, opinions on it, and write about it ourselves. Best of all, our readers 
can come to one place to scan their favorite blogs. Pokerwonks.com really is the 
ultimate poker blog website. I highly encourage any poker blogger or blog reader to visit 
http://www.pokerwonks.com to get more blog exposure.”

About Dimat Online, Inc

Dimat Online, Inc. was founded by poker pro Matthew Hilger in 2003 and specializes in 
poker strategy and content.  With the addition of Pokerwonks, Dimat operates multiple 
popular poker related websites focusing on blogging (http://www.PokerWonks.com), 
poker tournament player rankings (http://www.InternetPokerRankings.com), and 
strategy/community, (http://www.InternetTexasHoldem.com) aka “ITH”. ITH is also the 
home of the original Free Poker Gift Offer. By using the ITH Poker Stars bonus or Party 
Poker bonus code, players receive free gifts such as poker books and chipsets with 
internet poker room signups.

In addition, Hilger operates a publishing business, Dimat Enterprises, Inc., which has 
released three best-selling poker books, Internet Texas Hold’em, Texas Hold’em Odds 
and Probabilities, and The Poker Mindset.  Next year Hilger will be publishing three new 
books on no-limit tournament strategy written by three of top poker players in the world, 
Eric “Rizen” Lynch, Jon “Pearljammer” Turner, and Jon “Apestyles” Van Fleet.   


